TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

UNDER
CONTROL

TRAFFIC CONTROL
SAFETY AND
PERFORMANCE
Efficient traffic control means your project is
completed on time and budget. Our focus is to
create a safe and well-organised environment that
ensures your project runs smoothly.

High quality,
efficient
equipment

Complete traffic
control and
management
On-site delivery
and setup 24/7

TRAFFIC

SOLUTIONS
FROM KENNARDS HIRE
OUR EXPERTISE

TRAFFIC EQUIPMENT RANGE

Kennards Hire brings substantial experience across a range of industries
and environments, from large infrastructure, government and rail
projects through to road maintenance, utilities and events. We
understand a positive traffic management outcome depends on a solid
traffic plan that is unique for each project. This is why invest in our
people and resources across safe work practice, innovation and skills to
deliver efficient solutions for our customer’s complex traffic needs.

Our range includes newly-released products-to-market across
attenuators, VMS message and arrow boards, pedestrian and traffic
barriers, safety and directional signs, cones, road plates, portable
lighting towers, self-powered solar traffic signals, and more - all backed
by expert support and on-site delivery.

SAFETY COMPLIANCE
We are a proud member of the Traffic Management Association of
Australia (TMAA), ensuring our work practices conform to the latest
legislation, standards and best practice. We also operate compliant
training and systems to provide quality product and service to
our customers. We know that adjusting traffic flow to prevailing
conditions is a common scenario, so our trailer-mounted, portable
traffic lights, which are charged through solar energy, can safely
manage traffic in those tight spots.

WORK WITH THE
TRAFFIC EXPERTS
Experience

Safety
Compliance

Technology

Quality
Products

E-STOP PORTABLE
TRAFFIC LIGHTS

SOLAR CAMERAS
WITH LED LIGHT

SITE OBSERVER/
SECURITY CAMERAS

PORTABLE
BOOM GATES

MESSAGE BOARDS

LED VIDEO BOARDS

TRAFFIC LIGHTS

STEEL BARRIERS

WATER FILLED
PLASTIC BARRIERS

CROWD CONTROL
BARRIERS

PEDESTRIAN COVERS

ROAD PLATES

TRUCK MOUNTED
ATTENUATORS

Productivity

AN INTEGRATED SERVICE

KH2392_0322

TABLETOP TRAFFIC
MANAGEMENT

For customers seeking both traffic management services and
specialised traffic hire equipment, our team provides a single point of
contact to manage your project from beginning to end. With a 24/7
call-out service, after hours problem solving and extensive equipment
servicing after every hire, customers can be confident that our traffic
solutions and equipment will keep your project moving, day and night.
At the same time we are dedicated to providing afterhours help and
problem solving, because we’re guided by a work ethic that is second
to none in the hire industry.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL

KENNARDS HIRE
TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS
EXPERT

